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Hello Everyone, 

We are now out of lockdown but I will still be 
wearing my mask when entering into 
‘unknown’ areas and especially shops and 
shopping malls.  I know a few people are 
disappointed that we are not meeting in 
December, but the committee and I thought 
that it is safer at the present time to restrict 
ourselves to our family and friends. 

Some of our members made arrangements 
to visit Jill Farrow’s garden on Saturday 13 
November to walk around her garden on a 
cold, wet day.  They all enjoyed a coffee and 
chat both before and after the garden walk.  
The main idea for activities next year is to 
visit as many of our members gardens as 
possible.  So, hopefully, Jill and Judy will 
volunteer their beautiful gardens as one 
event. 

I have spent many hours per week walking 
through The Dandenongs, Lysterfield Lake Park, Churchill National Park and Emerald 
Lake Park.  One place that I have frequently visited was Cloudehill.  All through the 
lockdown, they served takeaway coffee and a selection of tantalising food and whilst I ate 
and drank, I was able to walk around the gardens.  However, every time I was there, I had 
to take a photo of the stunning basket that you see as you walk from the Seasons carpark 
to the entry of the restaurant.  I hope that you enjoy the photo on this page as much as I 
do. 

Our next get together will be on Saturday 5 February 2022 at Martina Cleven’s gorgeous 
garden.  Don’t forget, we will have a Kris Kringle and a plant talk.  Lunch will be fully 
catered and full details will be in our February 2022 newsletter. 

I wish everyone a very Merry Christmas and a safe and happy New Year.   Hugs and 
kisses to you all.  We haven’t seen much of each other in the last eighteen months but I’m 
hoping to see as many people as possible at all our events in 2022. 

Happy gardening.  Take care. 
Cheers Julie  

Dibble and Hoe Cottage Gardeners Inc
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RECIPE 

Chilled Lemon Souffles 

Ingredients 
• 3 x 60g eggs 
• 3 Lemons 
• 100 g caster sugar 
• 2 Gold strength gelatine leaves 
• 1/4 Cup Hot water 
• 300 ml thickened cream 
• Micro mint for serving 

Directions 
1. Separate eggs, set aside. Finely grate the 

zest of the lemons then juice them (you’ll 
need 100ml of strained juice). 

2. Half fill a medium saucepan with water and 
bring to simmer. Combine egg yolks, lemon 
zest, juice and sugar in a medium bowl 
over simmering water without the bowl 
touching the water. Whisk constantly for 
about 5 minutes or until pale and thick. 
Remove the bowl and set aside. 

3. Soften gelatine leaves in a bowl of cold water for 5 minutes; squeeze out excess moisture. 
Combine hot water and soaked gelatine leaves in a small bowl until dissolved. Whisk this 
into lemon mixture; place into fridge until cold and mixture is just starting to set. 

4. Whisk cream until soft peaks form then fold through cold lemon mixture. Refrigerate until 
just beginning to set. 

5. Whisk egg whites until soft peaks form (be careful not to over whip them or the texture of the 
final dessert will be crumbly rather than soft and light) and fold this through the lemon 
mixture too. Spoon mixture into individual dishes or large bowl, place into fridge for 3 hours 
to set. 

6. To serve, decorate with micro mint and a little extra finely grated lemon zest if you like. 

NOTE:  McKenzies make a gelatine leaf which is available at most Coles Supermarkets.  Cost $5. 
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BOOK REVIEW 
Soulscape : connecting gardens to landscape by Peter Shaw 

Featuring gardens of the Great Ocean Road 
 
This book is about landscape values. It is the 
story of Peter and Simone Shaw and the 
gardens they create in their business, Ocean 
Road Landscaping, their home garden, 
Sunnymeade and how you can take inspiration 
to work with the landscape in creating your 
garden.  

Soulscape: Connecting Gardens to Landscape 
takes readers on a photographic journey 
through ten gardens located along the world-
famous Great Ocean Road. It illustrates the 
challenges and outcomes of creating a garden 
by the sea or in the wilderness, and how each 
garden fits within its natural environment, 
accompanied by a detailed glossary of plant 
species.  

Peter Shaw shares 'how to' information, coming from his own experience of over 20 years in 
designing, building and maintaining coastal gardens, and his commitment to incorporating native 
and indigenous plants to enhance the wider landscape that they inhabit.  

Collectively, the gardens in this book serve as a primer for homeowners, gardening enthusiasts, or 
anyone with a deep love for nature.  

About the Author 

Peter Shaw is the principal of Ocean Road Landscaping, an award-winning landscape architecture 
firm based in Anglesea, which he founded in 1995 with his wife, Simone Shaw. Their practice has a 
considered approach to constructing gardens that complement their local environment along the 
Great Ocean Road, Geelong and the Surf Coast of Victoria.  

Shaw's business, which started as a one-man operation 25 years ago, has now turned into a team 
of over 20 like-minded designers, landscape builders, plant specialists and maintenance 
gardeners. From creating his own garden, Sunnymeade, he developed a deep love of gardening 
by the sea. Working with the local environment, learning through trial and error, and overcoming 
challenges not faced by urban counterparts, allowed him to build a set of experiences and skills 
that are unique to the gardening world.  

Shaw shares his unique knowledge of coastal gardening through running workshops on developing 
gardens, holding a gardening show called 'Dig It' on Geelong's community radio, and giving public 
lectures on landscaping in bushfire areas, landscape design and garden building. He lives in 
Anglesea with Simone and their four children, Jarred, Matthew, Gabrielle and Rosie. 
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BLUE KANGAROO PAWS 
Ground-breaking plant hybridisation research at the Botanic Gardens and Parks Authority (BGPA) 
has produced a blue kangaroo paw (Anigozanthos) for commercial release in early 2022. 

The ‘Masquerade’ kangaroo paw, the only blue variant in existence world-wide, is the result of 
nearly a decade of development by BGPA plant breeders. 

But this Anigozanthos would not have existed without a trick of fate. 
‘It was serendipitous,' 
Kings Park’s Senior Plant Breeder Digby Growns said. 
‘The current dedicated breeding program at BGPA began in 2007. 

‘The initial focus of the program was to breed plants that were hardier for people’s gardens. 
‘In 2013 a teal blue kangaroo paw started flowering from a cross that we did in 2012. I recall going 
out into the nursery and seeing the flower for the first time, and it had an absolute wow factor. I 
immediately knew we had something special and targeted the process that created that particular 
kangaroo paw, to make more of them and to make them disease tolerant for people's gardens.’ 

True blue flowers are rare in native plants and the commercial development of the ‘Masquerade’ 
kangaroo paw required controlled cross-pollination between green and red-and-green varieties 
over many years. 
The main technique used to produce hybrids is a process called recurrent selection. This breeding 
system selects the top two to four progeny of each cross rated by the particular attribute. These 
progeny are then crossed between themselves, other promising progeny or backcrossed to their 
parents. 

Species, cultivars and hybrids used as the original parents are selected for features such as 
extended flowering, flower colour, inflorescence presentation, hardiness to cold and heat, tolerance 
to arid conditions and low nutrients, and form. 

The blue kangaroo paw has been developed to be disease tolerant to ink-spot and rust, common 
issues affecting the plants species’ survival. 

By developing new hybrids Kings Park aims to encourage the community to plant native plants in 
their gardens, thereby preserving our endemic plants, supporting biodiversity and creating gardens 
that can survive in our changing climate. 

The blue kangaroo paw is not yet available to see in Kings Park, Western Australia. 
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A LITTLE POEM FOR SENIORS, 
SO TRUE IT HURTS! 

Another year has passed 
And we’re all a little older, 

Last summer felt hotter 
And winter seems much colder. 

There was a time not long ago 
When life was quite a blast. 

Now I fully understand 
About ‘Living in the Past’. 

We used to go to weddings, 
Football games and lunches… 
Now we go to funeral homes 
And after-funeral brunches. 

We used to go out dining, 
And couldn’t get our fill. 

Now we ask for doggie bags, 
Come home and take a pill. 

We used to often travel 
To places near and far. 
Now we get sore asses 
From riding in the car. 

We used to go to nightclubs 
And drink a little booze. 

Now we stay home at night 
And watch the evening news. 

That my friend is how life is, 
And now my tale is told. 

So, enjoy each day and live it up… 
Before you’re too damned old! 
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INTERESTING TREE 
New Zealand tree - Kowhai 

History 
Early Maori used the wood of kowhai for a wide variety of purposes which utilised its durability, 
elasticity and toughness.  It made wedges which were used to split wood: it was used for fences 
and in whare (Maori house) construction, implements and weapons such as kō, patu, eel spears 
and taiaha, and carefully selected kowhai roots were used to make large fish hooks.  Although it 
was used for bowls and other utensils it has been recorded that people became ill from eating from 
a spoon made of kowhai wood.  Various infusions of kowhai bark (normally taken from the sunny 
side of the tree) were however used extensively for medicinal purposes, including as a purgative, 
treatment of scabies, poultices for sprains, bruises, tumours, and wounds, a cure for gonorrhoea 
and ringworm and relief from colds and sore throats.  Flowers, seedpods, twigs and bark all yielded 
dyes of various hues between yellow and brown.  The small size of most trees restricted its use by 
European settlers.  Main uses were for sleepers, house blocks, fence posts and piles. Its 
toughness and durability also made it valuable for the teeth and bows of hayrakes, shafts and 

other implements and for 
cabinet work. It is understood 
that there is a woolshed in the 
Wairarapa built from kowhai 
timber. 

Another aspect of the history of 
kowhai is its use as a garden 
plant.  Because its bright yellow 
flowers drew the attention of 
the first visitors to New 
Zealand, seed was taken to 
many places in the world.  
Banks took seed back to Kew 
where it was grown and kowhai 
was planted from about 1772 – 
flowering trees being recorded 
in London in 1779 and in 
Ireland in 1800. 

Tree size and growth 
Normally up to 12 metres tall for S tetraptera and 10 metres for S microphylla with both growing to 
60 cm diameter.  The tallest recorded has reached 20 metres in height. Measurements of trial 
plantings in eleven New Zealand locations showed initial height growth of about 45 cm per annum, 
slowing to less than 20 cm for 80 year old trees.  Diameter growth averaged 8 mm per annum for 
trees up to 20 years old, dropping to between 4 and 5 mm after 35 years.  Assuming that properly 
managed planting could grow faster it is reasonable to expect that trees 20 metres tall and 50 cm 
diameter could be grown in 50 years. 

Nitrogen fixation 
Kowhai is a legume and nodules on its roots fix nitrogen.  For this reason, and because it is New 
Zealand’s only deciduous tree, it may have an important role to play in continuous cover forestry in 
this country. 

https://www.tanestrees.org.nz/species-profiles/kowhai/ 

I have included this in our newsletter as it is an interesting tree with a fabulous yellow flower.  it can 
be grown in Australia.  Cheers Julie 
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FREE TO A GOOD HOME 
Ctenanthe 

Ctenanthe is a genus flowering plants of the family 
Marantaceae described as a genus in 1884. They are 
evergreen perennials, native to Central and South America 
(primarily Brazil).  They are grown for their attractive, often 
variegated foliage. They are frost tender requiring a minimum 
temperature of 13 °C  
It's kept mostly as a houseplant, but if you can offer 
Ctenanthe enough humidity and water, it can also make a lush 
and relatively hardy addition to a shady, tropical-type garden. 
Our member, Jean Harris is offering this plant to anyone who 
would like it.  Jean saw them in Bunnings a few days ago for 
$50! 
Please phone Jean on 0402 345 616. 

A VISIT TO LIZ REID’S 
GARDEN 

Liz Reid was a member of our group and she 
kindly offered us to visit her new garden in North 
Croydon in March 2019.  We had a wonderful 
morning in her mainly native garden.  I was 
fortunate to visit Liz last week and couldn’t resist 
taking a few photos.
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